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NOTE TO USERS OF THIS COLLECTION: This collection was processed in three parts 
based on format and date received: a vertical file, photographs, and supplemental materials, all of 
which are described in this document. Each part has a cover page noting which section will be 
described in the following pages. Please be sure to note which section (vertical file, photographs, 
or supplemental materials) from which you are calling materials.
Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Vertical Files 
Dates 1880-1974  
Accession Number: 1975/06.0099  
Processed by: Tabitha Locascio and Lauren Milton, edited by Seth Nichols   
Date Completed: April, 2017  
Location: Special Collections Department, Morrow Library  
Corporate Name: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society  
Date: 1880-1974  
Extent: 
System of Arrangement: File arrangement is in the original order imposed by the Cabell-Wayne 
Historical Society.   
Scope and Content of the Collection 
The Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Vertical Files consist of a variety of topics related to 
the Huntington, Ohio, and Kentucky regions of the United States.  The collection covers the time 
period from the 1880s to the time of the Cabell-Wayne Historical Society’s closure in 1974.  The 
boxes were arranged in alphabetical order based on topic.  
The bulk of the collection relates to activities, events, buildings, and personalities of the 
Cabell County, West Virginia tri-state area of southwestern West Virginia, southeastern Ohio, and 
eastern Kentucky.  The collection includes material related to the Civil War, railroads and 
transportation in West Virginia, the first banks in the city of Huntington, bank robberies, church 
directories, court records of West Virginia and Kentucky, parks, hospitals, census records, 
genealogy records, obituaries, and many miscellaneous topics.  These topics are presented as 
advertisements, stories, ads, newspaper clippings, journals, letters, pamphlets, and books.  The 
bulk of the collection consists of newspaper clippings, many of which are in very fragile condition. 
Box 1: Huntington Accidents to Huntington Authors A-Z 
Folder 1: Accidents 
Folder 2: Airports  
Folder 3: Airport Schedules - 1   
Folder 4: Airport Schedules - 2   
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Folder 5: Huntington Agriculture   
Folder 6: Ambulance Service   
Folder 7: Antiques 1  
Folder 8: Antiques 2   
Folder 9: Antique Furniture Books  
Folder 10: Architectural Landmarks   
Folder 11: Architectural Surveys   
Folder 12: Huntington Artists 
Folder 13: Associations, A-Z 
Folder 14: Authors, Local   
Box 2: Huntington Banks and Banking to Huntington Business 
Folder 1: Huntington Banks and Banking  
Folder 2: Huntington Bank Robbery  
Folder 3: Huntington Board of Park Commissioners  
Folder 4: Huntington Boy Scouts  
Folder 5: Huntington Bridges 1     
Folder 6: Huntington Bridges 2   
Folder 7: East Huntington Bridge Controversy 
Folder 8: Huntington Broadsides and Handbills 
Folder 9: Huntington Buildings and Building Codes   
Folder 10: Huntington Bus Transportation 1   
Folder 11: Huntington Bus Transportation 2  
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Box 3: 1871-1946 Foster-Thornberg 75th Anniversary 
Folder 1: Huntington Business and Industry, A-Z 
Folder 2: Advertisements/ Pamphlets 1   
Folder 3: Advertisements/ Pamphlets 2   
Folder 4: Banks-Miller Supply Company and H.K. Porter Co., Inc.  
Folder 5: Bischoff Handcrafted Glassware   
Folder 6: Brief Sketches of O.J. Morrison 36 Years of Merchandising 
Folder 7: Business Barometers in Huntington   
Folder 8: Davis Industrial Piping   
Folder 9: Diversified Mountaineer Corp. Prospectus, June 14, 1960   
Folder 10: Dupont Gunpowder Plant   
Folder 11: Fred Macorkle Machine Shop   
Folder 12: General History 1  
Folder 13: General History 2   
Folder 14: General History 3   
Folder 15: Greater Huntington   
Folder 16: Under New Management; Huntington Wholesale Grocery Co.  
Folder 17: Milk and Milk Plant Monthly   
Folder 18: Newspaper Clippings   
Folder 19: Poodle Palace Grooming Salon   
Folder 20: Prelude 1895 Window Display Period Costume   
Folder 21: Retail, 1966   
Folder 22: Retail Estate Business   
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Folder 23: State Holding Company, 1959   
Folder 24: Sylvania Electric Products   
Folder 25: The Racket Store Employee Picture   
Folder 26: The West Virginia Rail Company 1972 
Folder 27: U.S. Census Services Establishments 1948 
Folder 28: Wholesale Food Distribution Facilities 
Folder 29: Zenith Optical Company  
Box 4: Huntington Business and Industry; Paydays to Huntington Chamber of Commerce 
Folder 1: Huntington Business and Industry Paydays   
Folder 2: Huntington Business Directories  
Folder 3: Cabell County Public Library   
Folder 4: Huntington Calendars   
Folder 5: Huntington Campfire Girls   
Folder 6: Huntington Census  
Folder 7: Huntington Centennial 1   
Folder 8: Huntington Centennial 2   
Folder 9: Huntington Centennial 3  
Folder 10: Huntington C&P Telephone   
Folder 11: Huntington Chamber of Commerce 1   
Folder 12: Huntington Chamber of Commerce 2   
Box 5: Huntington; Child Welfare to Huntington Churches - Methodist   
Folder 1: Huntington Child Welfare   
Folder 2: Huntington and Guyandotte Churches and Schools Photo File   
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Folder 3: Huntington Churches Photo 
Folder 4: Huntington Baptist Churches      
Folder 5: Huntington Catholic Churches  
Folder 6: Huntington Central Christian Church  
Folder 7: Huntington Congregational Church  
Folder 8: Huntington Episcopal Churches 1   
Folder 9: Huntington Episcopal Churches 2   
Folder 10: Huntington Lutheran Churches   
Folder 11 Huntington Methodist Churches 1   
Folder 12: Huntington Methodist Churches 2   
Box 6: Huntington Churches- Church of God to Huntington Civic Awards 
Folder 1: Church of God, Church of Christ 
Folder 2: Church of the Nazarene and Holiness Church  
Folder 3: Orthodox Church 
Folder 4: Presbyterian Churches 
Folder 5: Churches; Miscellaneous  
Folder 6: Huntington Churches; History  
Folder 7: Huntington Church Directories: First Methodist Church, 1889 and First Presbyterian        
Church 1965 Directory   
Folder 8: City of Huntington; Miscellaneous 
Folder 9: Huntington City Planning Commission  
Folder 10: Huntington Civic Awards  
Box 7: Huntington; Clubs A-Z to Huntington Conventions and Special Events 
Folder 1: Huntington Clubs A-Z, #1 
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Folder 2: Huntington Clubs A-Z, #2 
Folder 3: Huntington Community Histories  
Folder 4: Huntington Community Players   
Folder 5: Huntington Community Services  
Folder 6: Huntington Community Services Directories,  
Folder 7: Huntington Conventions and Special Events   
Box 8:  Huntington Credit Buying to Huntington Facts; Directories 
Folder 1: Huntington Credit Buying 
Folder 2: Crime and Criminals  
Folder 3: Huntington Daughters of the American Revolution  
Folder 4: Huntington Drugs and Drug Use  
Folder 5: Huntington Early Businesses and Industries 
Folder 6: Huntington Early Hotels 
Folder 7: Huntington Early Clubs 
Folder 8: Early History of Huntington 
Folder 9: Early Maps of Huntington and Cabell County 
Folder 10: Huntington Pictures 
Folder 11: Huntington Early Settlers  
Folder 12: Huntington Education; Miscellaneous 
Folder 13: Huntington Elections, 
Folder 14: Huntington Employment  
Folder 15: Huntington Entertainment; Picture file 
Folder 16: Huntington events 
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Folder 17: Huntington Facts, Directories  
Box 9: Huntington Fire Protection to Huntington Galleries   
Folder 1: Huntington Fire Protection   
Folder 2: Huntington Floods, 1884. 1913   
Folder 3: Ohio River Floods  
Folder 4: Huntington Flood, 1937 Picture file  
Folder 5: Floods, Miscellaneous 
Folder 6: W.V. Floods and Flood Control   
Folder 7: Huntington Flood Wall   
Folder 8: Huntington Friends of the Library   
Folder 9: Huntington Galleries #1 
Folder 10: Huntington Galleries #2  
Box 10: Huntington Garbage and Trash Disposal to City Facts and Statistics 
Folder 1: Huntington Garbage and Refuse Disposal  
Folder 2: Homer Gebhardt 
Folder 3: Huntington Glass Industry  
Folder 4: Greater Huntington Arts Festival 
Folder 5: Group Photos file 
Folder 6: Huntington Handicapped 
Folder 7: Huntington Historical Documents #1  
Folder 8: Huntington Historical Documents #2 
Folder 9: Huntington, City of, Budget and Finance 
Folder 10: Huntington City Charter 
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Folder 11: Huntington City Hall 
Folder 12: Huntington Post Office and City Hall 
Folder 13: Corporation Limits  
Folder 14: Huntington Facts and Statistics; 1915-1963 (not complete); 1940, 1945 and as a 
Manufacturing and Distribution Center, 1939. 
Folder 15: Huntington Facts and Statistics Miscellaneous 
Folder 16: Huntington Facts and Statistics Chamber of Commerce Industrial Survey; 1915-1918, 
1950, 1953, 1960-1961; Newcomers Guide to Huntington 1963 
Box 11: Huntington Hotels to Huntington History   
Folder 1: Huntington Hotels Photo file   
Folder 2: Huntington Historic Markers   
Folder 3: Huntington Historic Houses  
Folder 4: Huntington Historic Survey 
Folder 5: Huntington and Guyandotte Historic Houses   
Folder 6: Huntington History #1 
Folder 7: Huntington History #2   
Folder 8: Advertiser History of Centennial in Clippings edition Herald Dispatch July 11, 1971 
Box 12: Huntington Hobbies to Huntington Horse Shows  
Folder 1: Huntington Hobbies and Hobby Shows  
Folder 2: Holidays and Special Days 
Folder 3: Horse Shows #1 
Folder 4: Horse Shows #2  
Box 13: Huntington Hospitals A-Z to Huntington Junior League   
Folder 1: Huntington Hospitals Miscellaneous  
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Folder 2: Kessler Hospital, and Doctor Memorial (Formerly the C&O Hospital) St. Mary’s 
Hospital, Cabell-Huntington Hospital, VA Hospital   
Folder 3: Huntington Hospital Service 1938-1947   
Folder 4: Hotel Frederick   
Folder 5: Huntington Housing   
Folder 6: Huntington Human Rights  
Folder 7: Huntington Humane Society  
Folder 8: Huntington Industrial Awards, 1962   
Folder 9: Huntington Industrial Payrolls and Paydays; Industrial Directory   
Folder 10: Huntington Industrial Planning  
Folder 11: Huntington Industries Photo file 
Folder 12: Huntington Industry   
Folder 13: Huntington Industries A-Z  
Folder 14: Huntington Industry; Advertising (J.B. Lovins Advertising Agency)   
Folder 15: Huntington International Nickel Co.   
Folder 16: Huntington Job Corps   
Folder 17: Huntington Junior League   
Box 14:  Huntington Labor and Huntington Maps  
Folder 1: Huntington Metropolitan Area Labor 
Folder 2: Huntington Land Companies  
Folder 3: Huntington Landmarks 
Folder 4: Huntington Lawyers  
Folder 5: Huntington League of Women Voters   
Folder 6: Huntington Libraries and Librarians 
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Folder 7: Huntington Manufacturing Statistics  
Folder 8: Huntington Maps  
Box 15: Huntington Marshall College – Part 1 
Folder 1: Huntington Marshall College Photo file   
Folder 2: Huntington Marshall College Catalogs (1905-06, 1911, 1955, and 1959) 
Folder 3: Huntington Marshall College Directories-Faculty and Students  
Folder 4: Athletics 1971-1972  
Folder 5: Marshall Artists Series, 1968-1969   
Folder 6: Huntington Marshall University Artist Series   
Folder 7: Marshall University Community Forum   
Folder 8: Huntington Marshall University Cultural Events   
Folder 9: Huntington Marshall University English Institute   
Folder 10: Huntington Marshall University History   
Box 16: Huntington Marshall College – Part 2 
Folder 1: Marshall University Integration 1959  
Folder 2: Library- Morrow 
Folder 3: Marshall College – General and Miscellaneous   
Folder 4: Marshall College and University History and Alumni  
Folder 5: Huntington Marshall University Miscellaneous Buildings  
Folder 6: Old Main  
Folder 7: Medical School Pro and Con  
Folder 8: Dr. C.E. Haworth 
Folder 9: Marshall University Plane Crash 
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Folder 10: Marshall Student Activities 
Folder 11: Presidents and Faculty  
Folder 13: Presidents -  Miscellaneous 
Box 17: Huntington Marshall College – Part 3 to Huntington Masonry and Masonic 
Publications  
Folder 1: Huntington Marshall University Miscellaneous 
Folder 2: Huntington Marshall University Publications 1  
Folder 3: Huntington Marshall University Publications 2 
Folder 4: Huntington Marshall University Radio Station WMUL   
Folder 5: Huntington Marshall College Special Addresses and Lecturers   
Folder 6: Huntington Marshall University Theatre   
Folder 7: Huntington Masonry and Masonic Publications   
Box 18:  Huntington Mental Health to Huntington Organizations  
Folder 1: Huntington Mental Health 
Folder 2: Huntington Mementos of Early Huntington  
Folder 3: Huntington Metropolitan Area Statistics; 1964, 1966, 1967, 1968 
Folder 4: Huntington Municipal Government  
Folder 5: Huntington Music 
Folder 6: Huntington African Americans and African American Organizations 
Folder 7: Huntington Newspapers A-Z  
Folder 8: Huntington Organizations Photo File  
Folder 9: Huntington Organizations A-Z  
Folder 10: Huntington Senior Citizens Organizations  
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Box 19: Huntington Organizations (Continued) to Huntington Post Office 
Folder 1: Huntington Organizations A-Z   
Folder 2: Huntington Born Personalities (John D. “Jack” Ratcliff) 
Folder 3: Huntington Women’s Periodicals A-Z   
Folder 4: Huntington Physicians 
Folder 5: Pea Ridge  
Folder 6: Huntington Poetry Guild   
Folder 7: Huntington Pollution   
Folder 8: Huntington Population   
Folder 9: Huntington, Port of  
Folder 10: Huntington Portraits, Photo file  
Folder 11: Huntington Post Office  
Box 20: Huntington - Public health to Huntington Public Schools 
Folder 1: Huntington Public Health 
Folder 2: Huntington Public Library 
Folder 3: Public Utilities  
Folder 4: Huntington Radio and Television 
Folder 5: Huntington C&O Railroad History 
Folder 6: Huntington Railroads Photo File 
Folder 7: Huntington Railroads; B&O Railroad History 
Folder 8: Railroads; Miscellaneous 
Folder 9: Huntington Recreation 
Folder 10: Huntington Retail Market  
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Folder 11: Huntington Revival Meetings  
Folder 12: Huntington Riots 
Folder 13: Huntington Rotary Club- History 
Folder 14: Huntington Salvation Army 
Folder 15: Huntington Scenes Photo File  
Folder 16: Huntington School Directories  
Folder 17: Huntington School Publications  
Box 21: Huntington Schools to Huntington Taxation   
Folder 1: Huntington Schools  
Folder 2: Huntington School Photo File   
Folder 3: Huntington Senior Citizens   
Folder 4: Huntington Sewage Disposal   
Folder 5: Huntington Ships of the U.S. Naval Fleet   
Folder 6: Huntington Sports Photo file   
Folder 7: Huntington Sports  
Folder 8: Huntington Streets   
Folder 9: Huntington Streets Railroad; History  
Folder 10: Huntington Strikes  
Folder 11: Huntington Taxation 
Folder 12: Huntington History; Miscellaneous   
Box 22: Huntington Theatre to Huntington U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Folder 1: Huntington Theater 1  
Folder 2: Huntington Theater 2 
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Folder 3: Huntington Tourism  
Folder 4: Huntington Traffic 
Folder 5: Huntington Transportation (Bus)  
Folder 6: Huntington Traffic Code, 1953 
Folder 7: Huntington Transportation Photo File  
Folder 8: Huntington United Fund  
Folder 9: Huntington Urban Renewal #1  
Folder 10: Huntington Urban Renewal #2  
Folder 11: Huntington U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
Box 23: Huntington Volunteer Bureau to Huntington Zoning   
Folder 1: Huntington Volunteer Bureau   
Folder 2: Huntington Wages, 1968  
Folder 3: Huntington Welfare Agencies   
Folder 4: Huntington Welfare Agencies and Statistics   
Folder 5: Huntington Women’s Organizations   
Folder 6: Huntington World Wars I and II, photo file   
Folder 7: Huntington Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.  
Folder 8: Huntington Youth Programs - Special   
Folder 9: Huntington Zoning  
Box 24: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society: Addresses to Museum 
Folder 1: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Addresses 
Folder 2: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Annual Reports 
Folder 3: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Awards 
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Folder 4: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Budget  
Folder 5: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Calendars  
Folder 6: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Correspondence 
Folder 7: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Elections  
Folder 8: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Exhibits #1 
Folder 9: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Exhibits #2  
Folder 10: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Memberships  
Folder 11: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Miscellaneous 
Folder 12: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Minutes 
Folder 13: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Museum    
Box 25: Cabell Wayne Historical Society: From Newsletters to Other Historical Societies 
and Museums   
Folder 1: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Newsletter  
Folder 2: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Organization and Purpose  
Folder 3: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society and Projects   
Folder 4: Heritage Village Project  
Folder 5: Project Cookbook  
Folder 6: Cabell-Wayne Historic Preservation, Miscellaneous  
Folder 7: Other Historic Societies A-Z and Museums  
Box 26: Other Historical Societies and Museums Continued 
Folder 1: Other Historical Societies  
Folder 2: Other Museums #1  
Folder 3: Other Museums #2  
Folder 4: West Virginia Historical Society  
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Folder 5: Ohio Valley Historical Associations  
Box 27: West Virginia Academy of Science to Art Galleries 
Folder 1: W.V. Academy of Science, 1967  
Folder 2: W.V. Accidents   
Folder 3: W.V. Agriculture and Agricultural Statistics   
Folder 4: W.V. Aeronautics  
Folder 5: W.V. Air Transportation and Airports  
Folder 6: W.V. Animals  
Folder 7: W.V. Antiques  
Folder 8: Appalachian Arts   
Folder 9: W.V. Arbor and Bird Day  
Folder 10: W.V. Archeology   
Folder 11: W.V. Arts and Artists   
Folder 12: W.V. Art Galleries; Rewards and Prizes  
Box 28: West Virginia Associations, A-Z to Capitol  
Folder 1: West Virginia Associations A-Z  
Folder 2: Authors A-Z  
Folder 3: Automobiles - Vintage  
Folder 4: W.V. Banks and Banking  
Folder 5: W.V. Battleships, U.S.S. West Virginia  
Folder 6: W.V. Bridges  
Folder 7: W.V. Business and Manufacturing Directories 
Folder 8: W.V Business and Business Index  
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Folder 19: W.V. Capitol Building 
Box 29: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society W.V. Centennial, 1863 - 1963 to Chemical 
Industry  
Folder 1: WV Centennial  
Folder 2: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society WV Centennial, 1963 
Folder 3: WV Centennial Commission  
Folder 4: WV Centennial Pageants   
Folder 5: Ceredo, WV History  
Folder 6: Ceredo Homes  
Folder 7: Charleston, WV History   
Folder 8: WV Chemical Industry   
Box 30: West Virginia Churches to Coal Mines and Mining 
Folder 1: WV Churches 
Folder 2: WV Church Conferences  
Folder 3: WV Cities and Towns A-Z, Charleston  
Folder 4: WV Coal Companies A-Z  
Folder 5: WV Coal Industry  
Folder 6: WV Coal Mines and Mining  
Box 31: West Virginia Colleges and Universities to West Virginia Department of Archives 
and History   
Folder 1: WV Colleges and Universities A-Z  
Folder 2: WV Communities; History A-Z   
Folder 3: WV Communities; Histories  
Folder 4: WV Community Resources; A-Z   
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Folder 5: WV Communications   
Folder 6: WV Congressional Redistricting   
Folder 7: WV Conservation   
Folder 8: WV County Records; A-Z   
Folder 9: WV Counties and Magisterial Districts   
Folder 10: WV County Histories   
Folder 11: WV Crime and Criminals   
Folder 12: WV Dams   
Folder 13: WV Department of Archives and History   
Box 32: West Virginia Economic Conditions to Federation of Women’s Clubs 
Folder 1: WV Economic Conditions  
Folder 2: WV Economic Development- History of  
Folder 3: WV Economic Resources  
Folder 4: WV Education  
Folder 5: WV Education Laws and Legislation  
Folder 6: WV Elections 
Folder 7: WV Employment and Unemployment 
Folder 8: WV Facts 
Folder 9: WV Fairs and Festivals   
Folder 10: WV Famous Court Trials  
Folder 11: WV Farm Vacations  
Folder 12: Fayette County  
Folder 13: Federation of Women’s Clubs 
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Box 33: West Virginia Feuds to Highways and Highway Maps   
Folder 1: Feuds  
Folder 2: WV Fish and Game Laws  
Folder 3: WV Flag, Seals, and Coat of Arms  
Folder 4: WV Floods and Flood Control   
Folder 5: WV Folklore   
Folder 6: WV Folklore and Music  
Folder 7: WV Forest Fires   
Folder 8: WV Forts  
Folder 9: WV Freemasonry   
Folder 10: WV Garden Clubs A-Z   
Folder 11: WV Geology   
Folder 12: WV Glass Industry   
Folder 13: WV State Government - Constitution  
Folder 14: WV Governors A-Z   
Folder 15: WV Handicapped   
Folder 16: WV Highways and Highway Maps   
Box 34: West Virginia Historic Documents to Hunting and Trapping Regulations 
Folder 1: WV Historic Documents  
Folder 2: WV Historic Houses 
Folder 3: WV Historic Landmarks  
Folder 4: WV Historical Pageants and Drams  
Folder 5: WV History #1  
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Folder 6: WV History #2  
Folder 7: Historical Bibliography  
Folder 8: WV Colonial Period 
Folder 9: WV Holidays and Special Weeks  
Folder 10: Housing and Census  
Folder 11: WV Trapping Regulations, 1967-1968 
Box 35: West Virginia Income, Personal to Kanawha County 
Folder 1: WV Income, Personal (by county)   
Folder 2: WV Indians (Native Americans) 
Folder 3: WV Industrial Areas  
Folder 4: WV Industrial Development   
Folder 5: WV Industrial Planning   
Folder 6: WV Industrial Security   
Folder 7: WV Industries A-Z   
Folder 8: WV James River and Kanawha Turnpike   
Folder 9: Kanawha Co.   
Box 36: West Virginia Labor to Mine Disasters  
Folder 1: WV Labor 
Folder 2: WV League of Women Voters  
Folder 3: WV Legislature 
Folder 4: WV Libraries  
Folder 5: Lincoln County History  
Folder 6: WV Literature 
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Folder 7: Logan County Coal History  
Folder 8: WV Maps and Maps Bibliography  
Folder 9: WV Mason County, Pt. Pleasant  
Folder 10: WV Mason and Dixon Line  
Folder 11: WV Memorials A-Z  
Folder 12: WV Mental Health  
Folder 13: WV Midland Trail   
Folder 14: WV Military Awards and Training  
Folder 15: WV Mine Disasters   
Box 37: West Virginia Mineral Industries to Poetry Society 
Folder 1: WV Mines and Mineral Industries   
Folder 2: WV Museums  
Folder 3: WV Music and Music Associations 
Folder 4: WV Natural Resources  
Folder 5: WV New York World’s Fair  
Folder 6: WV Newspapers and Periodicals   
Folder 7: WV Oil and Gas Industry   
Folder 8: WV Overall Economic Redevelopment Program  
Folder 9: WV Parent-Teacher Organizations   
Folder 10: WV Parks   
Folder 11: WV Penal Institutions   
Folder 12: WV Pioneers  
Folder 13: WV Names; Origin of   
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Folder 14: WV Planning; City and County 
Folder 15: WV Pharmacies   
Folder 16: WV Poetry Society   
Box 38: West Virginia Politics and Government to Railroads and Railroad History 
Folder 1: WV Politics and Government  
Folder 2: WV Pollution  
Folder 3: WV Portraits A-Z  
Folder 4: WV Population and Population Characteristics  
Folder 5: WV Pottery 
Folder 6: WV Printing 
Folder 7: WV Public Relations 
Folder 8: Putman County Cemeteries  
Folder 9: WV Racing Commissions  
Folder 10: WV Radio Telescope at Green Bank  
Folder 11: WV Railroads and Railroad Lists  
Box 39: West Virginia Railroads and Railroad History to Retirement Systems  
Folder 1: WV Railroads and Railroad History #1  
Folder 2: WV Railroads and Railroad History #2 
Folder 3: WV Railroads and Railroad History #3 
Folder 4: WV Railroads and Railroad History #4 
Folder 5: WV Recreation  
Folder 6: WV Retail Trade 
Folder 7: WV Retired School Employees 
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Folder 8: WV Retirement Systems  
Box 40: West Virginia Rivers and Dams to State Police and Department of Public Safety 
Folder 1: WV Rivers, Dams, and Reservoirs  
Folder 2: WV Roads  
Folder 3: WV Scenes 
Folder 4: WV Scholarships, Fellowships, and Grants  
Folder 5: WV Schools  
Folder 6: WV Seals  
Folder 7: WV Slavery 
Folder 8: WV Songs  
Folder 9: WV Special Days  
Folder 10: WV Sports 
Folder 11: WV Statehood History 
Folder 12: WV State Hospitals, A-Z  
Folder 13: WV State Police  
Box 41: West Virginia Strikes to Water Resources 
Folder 1: WV Strikes 
Folder 2: WV Taxation  
Folder 3: WV Teacher’s salaries - Legislation  
Folder 4: WV Timber Resources 
Folder 5: WV Traffic Statistics  
Folder 6: WV Transportation  
Folder 7: WV Travel  
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Folder 8: WV Trees and Shrubs 
Folder 9: WV Vocational Rehabilitation  
Folder 10: WV Water Pollution  
Folder 11: WV Water Resources  
Box 42: West Virginia Wayne County to Women  
Folder 1: Wayne County Photo File 
Folder 2: Wayne County Industry  
Folder 3: Wayne County Schools 
Folder 4: Wayne County Water Mills  
Folder 5: Wayne Pioneers  
Folder 6: WV Welfare 
Folder 7: WV Wildlife and Flowers 
Folder 8: WV Workman’s Compensation  
Folder 9: WV Women  
Folder 10: Wayne County “Out of the Past”  
Folder 11: Wayne County Community Histories  
Folder 12: Wayne County Comprehensive  
Folder 13: Wayne County “Along the River Road”   
Box 43: Tri-State Area to Kentucky Government 
Folder 1: Tri-State Misc 
Folder 2: Tri-State Folk Festival  
Folder 3: Tri-State Area 
Folder 4: Tri-State Industry  
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Folder 5: Kentucky Airports  
Folder 6: Ashland, Kentucky Misc 
Folder 7: Kentucky Authors A-Z  
Folder 8: Big Sandy River and Big Sandy Valley Misc 
Folder 9: Catlettsburg Churches and Church Publication  
Folder 10: Kentucky Community History 
Folder 11: Kentucky Bridges  
Folder 12: Kentucky Folklore and Folk Music  
Folder 13: Kentucky Government 
Box 44: Kentucky Historic Homes to Ohio River Expedition 
Folder 1: Kentucky Historic Houses and Historic Markers 
Folder 2: Kentucky Parks and Place Names  
Folder 3: Kentucky Railroads  
Folder 4: Kentucky Speeches 
Folder 5: Lawrence County, Ohio Homes and Sites  
Folder 6: Lawrence County 
Folder 7: Lawrence County History and History of Courthouse  
Folder 8: Northwest Territory Bibliography 
Folder 9: Ohio Colleges and Universities  
Folder 10: Ohio Farm Vacations  
Folder 11: Gallia County, Ohio Cemeteries  
Folder 12: Gallipolis, Ohio History 1790-1890  
Folder 13: Ironton, Ohio Miscellaneous 
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Folder 14: Ironton, Ohio newspapers  
Folder 15: Ohio Land Grants 
Folder 16: Ohio History and Histories  
Folder 17: Ohio - Local Authors A-Z  
Folder 18: Ohio River Basin Pollution 
Folder 19: Ohio River Boats 
Folder 20: Ohio River; Coast Guard  
Folder 21: Ohio River Dams 
Folder 22: Ohio River; Description and Travel  
Folder 23: Ohio River Economics  
Folder 24: Ohio River Expeditions  
Box 45: Ohio River Floods to Ohio River Voyages  
Folder 1: Ohio River Flooding and Ohio River Ownership 
Folder 2: Ohio River Navigation  
Folder 3: Ohio River Origin 
Folder 4: Ohio River Societies A-Z 
Folder 5: Ohio River Sports 
Folder 6: Ohio River Steamboats #1 
Folder 7: Ohio River Steamboats #2 
Folder 8: Ohio River Transportation  
Folder 9: Ohio River Voyages  
Box 46: Ohio Valley- Biography and History to U.S. Bill of Rights  
Folder 1: Ohio Valley Biography and History 
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Folder 2: Ohio Valley Communities and Community Histories  
Folder 3: Ohio Valley Flood Control and Conservation  
Folder 4: Ohio Valley Genealogy and History 
Folder 5: Ohio Valley Improvement Association Inc. 
Folder 6: Ohio Valley Industries  
Folder 7: Ohio Valley Legends – The Lost Cove 
Folder 8: Ohio Valley Recreation and Culture  
Folder 9: Ohio Valley Water Resources and Water Sanitation Commission  
Folder 10: US Armed Forces 
Folder 11: US Aeronautics  
Folder 12: US Events  
Folder 13: US Bill of Rights   
Box 47: US Flags to US Race Relations (originally titled Negroes) 
Folder 1: US Flags  
Folder 2: US Government Miscellaneous 
Folder 3: US Government Publications- Price Lists 
Folder 4: US Historic Houses and Museums  
Folder 5: US Historic Houses and Scenes  
Folder 6: US Maps 
Folder 7: US Navy 
Folder 8: US Historic Preservation  
Folder 9: US Race Relations 
Box 48: U.S. Presidents to U.S. Washington D.C.  
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Folder 1: US Presidents 
Folder 2: Nixon, Richard M. 
Folder 3: Lincoln, Abraham  
Folder 4: US Space Program  
Folder 5: US Travel 
Folder 6: Virginia, Miscellaneous 
Folder 7: Washington, George 
Folder 18: Washington D.C.  
Box 49: Cabell County Biography and Heraldry  
Folder 1: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society, Genealogy A-Z  
Folder 2: Cabell County Cemeteries  
Folder 3: Cabell County Obituaries, 1968  
Folder 4: Genealogy Bibliographies, General  
Folder 5: Cabell County Biographies A-Z 
Folder 6: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society Heraldry  
Box 50: Huntington Biography to Obituaries  
Folder 1: Huntington Biography A-Z Photo File  
Folder 2: Huntington Biography A-Z  
Folder 3: Huntington, Collis P. Huntington  
Folder 4: Huntington Genealogy  
Folder 5: Group Biographies  
Folder 6: Huntington Obituaries 1965-1966 
Folder 7: Huntington Obituaries 1967 
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Folder 8: Huntington Obituaries 1968  
Folder 9: Huntington Obituaries 1969 
Folder 10: Huntington Obituaries 1970-1971 
Folder 11: Huntington Obituaries, Not Dated 
Box 51: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society, Mason County Biography to West Virginia 
Biography A-Z  
Folder 1: Mason County Biography 
Folder 2: Milton History and Biography 
Folder 3: Putnam County Biography A-Z 
Folder 4: Wayne County Biography A-Z  
Folder 5: Wayne County Obituaries  
Folder 6: WV Biographies Methodist Ministers A-Z  
Folder 7: WV Genealogy #1 
Folder 8: WV Genealogy #2 
Folder 9: WV Biography A-Z 
Box 52: West Virginia Obituaries to Civil War Pageants  
Folder 1: Obituaries, Methodist Ministers 
Folder 2: Obituaries, Prominent Methodists Laymen 
Folder 3: Ohio River General Obituaries and Biography A-Z  
Folder 4: Virginia Genealogy A-Z  
Folder 5: Civil War Newspaper Accounts and Regimental Histories 
Folder 6: Civil War Chronology- Battles  
Folder 7: Civil War Chronology  
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Folder 8: Civil War Diaries, Diary of Jacob Adams, 21st Regiment, Ohio Veteran Volunteer 
Infantry 
Folder 9: Civil War- Flags 
Folder 10: Civil War History  
Folder 11: WV Civil War History  
Folder 12: Civil War Maps 
Folder 13: WV Civil War Medals, Union Soldiers  
Folder 14: Civil War, Ohio Regimental Histories  
Folder 15: Civil War, WV Pageants  
Box 53: Civil War Railroads to Revolutionary War 
Folder 1: Civil War Railroads  
Folder 2: Civil War Centennial Magazine  
Folder 3: Civil War Regiments 
Folder 4: Civil War Shrines  
Folder 5: WV Civil War Forts and Locomotives 
Folder 6: WV Civil War Miscellaneous 
Folder 7: WV Civil War Battles 
Folder 8: WV Civil War Dead 
Folder 9: WV History, Civil War Registers, lists, etc. 
Folder 10: WV Civil War Pictures  
Folder 11: WV Civil War Prisons 
Folder 12: Civil War Union Soldiers A-Z  
Folder 13: WV Civil War Doctors A-Z  
Folder 14: Cabell County; World Wars I and II  
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Folder 15: WV History, World War I  
Folder 16: World Wars 
Folder 17: Revolutionary War 
Box 54: Miscellaneous Photo File; Arts and Crafts to Stamps 
Folder 1: Arts and Crafts Photo File 
Folder 2: Costumes 
Folder 3: Dance Photo File 
Folder 4: Early Movie Stars and Later Entertainers  
Folder 5: Early Railroad Engines and railroads  
Folder 6: Folk Art Photo File  
Folder 7: Folklore, Songs 
Folder 8: Foreign Building and Scenes Photo File  
Folder 9: Furniture Photo File  
Folder 10: Guns, Miscellaneous File 
Folder 11: Horses Photo File  
Folder 12: League of Nations and Other Peace Organizations  
Folder 13: Musical Instruments  
Folder 14: Pioneer Pictures Photo File  
Folder 15: Posters Photo File  
Folder 16: Religious Paintings Photo File 
Folder 17: Ships Photo File  
Folder 21: Stamps, Miscellaneous File  
Box 55: Barboursville Clubs A-Z to Cabell County Early Documents 
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Folder 1: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society, Barboursville Clubs, A-Z Churches 
Folder 2: Cabell-Wayne Historical Society, Barboursville Historic Houses, Landmarks 
Folder 3: Barboursville History  
Folder 4: Barboursville Industry  
Folder 5: Barboursville Miscellaneous  
Folder 6: Cabell County Adult Education  
Folder 7: Cabell County Airport Authority  
Folder 8: Cabell County Arts and Crafts  
Folder 9: Cabell County Associations A-Z  
Folder 10: Cabell County Authors  
Folder 11: Cabell County Churches  
Folder 12: Cabell County Court and Budget 
Folder 13: Cabell County Court Records 
Folder 14: Cabell County Community Histories 
Folder 15: Cabell County Early Documents  
Box 56: Cabell County Early Marriages to Organizations A-Z  
Folder 1: Cabell County Early Marriages  
Folder 2: Cabell County Education  
Folder 3: Cabell County Educational Associations A-Z  
Folder 4: Cabell County Voting Precinct- Polling Places 
Folder 5: Cabell County Elections 
Folder 6: Cabell County Farm Women 
Folder 7: Cabell County Financial Statements  
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Folder 8: Cabell County Geology 
Folder 9: Cabell County Historic Houses 
Folder 10: Cabell County History  
Folder 11: Cabell County Courthouses 
Folder 12: Cabell County Hospitals  
Folder 13: Cabell County Land Grant and Land Companies A-Z  
Folder 14: Cabell County Mental Health  
Folder 15: Cabell County Newspapers 
Folder 16: Cabell County Organizations A-Z   
Box 57: Cabell County Personal Income and Buying Power to Youth Center  
Folder 1: Cabell County Personal Income and Buying Power 
Folder 2: Cabell County Politics and Government 
Folder 3: Cabell County Public Health  
Folder 4: Cabell County Public Library  
Folder 5: Cabell County Recreation  
Folder 6: Cabell County Redistricting  
Folder 7: Cabell County Roads 
Folder 8: Cabell County School Directories 
Folder 9: Cabell County Public Schools  
Folder 10: Cabell County Sheltered Workshop (Mental Retardation Rehabilitation) 
Folder 11: Cabell County Taxation  
Folder 12: Cabell County Tours  
Folder 13: Cabell County Trees and Flowers 
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Folder 14: Cabell County Water Pollution  
Folder 15: Huntington, World War II  
Folder 16: Cabell County Youth Center  
Box 58: Sesquicentennial to Milton Schools  
Folder 1: Cabell County Sesquicentennial  
Folder 2: Guyandotte Associations A-Z  
Folder 3: Guyandotte Business and Industry  
Folder 4: Guyandotte Churches  
Folder 5: Guyandotte Elections  
Folder 6: Guyandotte Biographies and Obituaries A-Z 
Folder 7: Guyandotte Group Pictures 
Folder 8: Guyandotte History 
Folder 9: Guyandotte Genealogy  
Folder 10: Early History and Map 
Folder 11: Guyandotte Miscellaneous 
Folder 12: Guyandotte Houses 
Folder 13: Guyandotte and Proctorville (OH) Houses  
Folder 14: Guyandotte Schools  
Folder 15: Milton Arts and Crafts  
Folder 16: Milton Blenko Glass 
Folder 17: Milton Elections  
Folder 18: Milton History and Biography  
Folder 19: Milton Morris Memorial Hospital  
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Folder 20: Milton Miscellaneous  
Folder 27: Milton Schools   
Box 59: Vertical File Original Index 
Box 60: Miscellaneous Vertical Files 
Folder 1: Miscellaneous Early Newspapers 
Folder 2: Huntington Organizations 
Folder 3: Huntington Miscellaneous 
Folder 4: Huntington Theaters, Miscellaneous 
Folder 5: West Virginia Archaeology 
Folder 6: West Virginia Business Directories 
Folder 7: West Virginia Churches 
Folder 8: West Virginia Education 
Folder 9: West Virginia History 
Folder 10: West Virginia Mines, Minerals, and Penitentiaries 
Folder 11: Ohio Valley Legends 
Folder 12: Civil War, Spanish-American War, and World War I 
Box 61: Miscellaneous Vertical Files 
Folder 1: West Virginia Newspapers, Miscellaneous 
Folder 2: Railroads 
Folder 3: West Virginia Rivers and Waterways 
Folder 4: West Virginia Schools 
Folder 5: Kentucky Churches, Miscellaneous 
Folder 6: West Virginia Songs, Miscellaneous 
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Box 62: Miscellaneous Printed Material and Pamphlets  
Folder 1: Speeches, 1860-1861 
Folder 2: Receipts- Railroad  
Folder 3: Programs, Accounts, Copies, Pamphlets  
Folder 4: Calendars  
Folder 5: Map and Posters 
Folder 6: Miscellaneous Programs 
Box 63: Photographs and Buildings; Vertical Files.  Part of the Enslow Addendum 
Folder 1: Miscellaneous Cabell County Photographs 
Folder 2: Miscellaneous Buildings 
UNFOLDERED Building Data Packets – for use in Historical Register applications 
a. 853 Washington Ave., Huntington, WV
b. C.M. Wilson Home
c. Shelton Home
d. James K. Oney House
e. 1231 5th Avenue, Huntington, WV
f. Steele Funeral Home
g. George A. Floding Home
h. J.B. Stewart Residence
i. Calvary Stephenson Home
j. Dr. P.H. McCullough/Marcum Homestead
k. Fred Reed Home
l. 1502 3rd Avenue, Huntington, WV
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m. Keith-Albee Theater
n. Cabell County Courthouse
o. Swann (Homestead at Roach)
p. 1204 3rd Avenue, Huntington, WV
q. William A. Jenkins Home
r. Edmund Kyle
s. Bank of Huntington (later the First National Bank)
t. Marshall University
Box 64: Church Directories and Church Miscellaneous  
Folder 1: Book of Directories  
Folder 2: First Methodist Church Directory 
Folder 3: Methodist Conference Minutes  
Box 65: Breweries and Brewing Companies in Huntington 
Folder 1: Huntington Brewing Companies  
Folder 2: Fesenmeier Brewery History  
Folder 3: Account Book 1 
Folder 4: Account Book 2 
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SCOPE AND CONTENT OF THE COLLECTION 
This collection of photographs relates to the people, places and events that surrounded 
Cabell and Wayne counties in West Virginia.  The bulk of the collection relates to the families 
that have lived in the region, such as the Buffingtons.  The rest of the collection includes 
significant events, including political campaigns, soldiers from various wars, parades, and 
different buildings at different times.  Specific items of interest are a picture of General Robert E. 
Lee at White Sulfur Springs, WV in 1869, The American Red Cross Canteen at the C & O 
Railroad during WWI, Theodore Roosevelt's 1912 Bullmoose party campaign stop at the Cabell 
County Courthouse, and Wendell Wilke's 1940 presidential campaign stop in Huntington.  
Another portion of the collection is dedicated to the floods that have occurred over time, with the 
bulk of that dedicated to the 1937 flood.   
Series I: Portraits of Women, Men, Children, and Various Groups associated with the 
Cabell-Wayne Area. 
Box 1 
Subseries Ia: Women 14 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Women (A-B)                 16 Items 
Fd. 2, Women (C-G) 9 Items 
Fd. 3, Women (H) 9 Items 
Fd. 4, Women (H Continued) 10 Items 
Fd. 5, Women (J-M)           12 Items 
Fd. 6, Women (N-P)          11 Items 
Fd. 7, Women (R-S) 9 Items 
Fd. 8, Women (T-V) 7 Items 
Fd. 9, Women (W-Y)      6 Items 
Fd. 10, Unidentified Women     8 Items 
Fd. 11, Unidentified Women (Continued) 8 Items 
Fd. 12, Unidentified Women (Continued)    8 Items 
Fd. 13, Unidentified Women (Continued)    9 Items 
Fd. 14, Unidentified Groups of Women               4 Items 
Subseries Ib: Men                15 Fds.   
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Fd. 1, Men (A-B)           12 Items 
Fd. 2, Men (C) 11 Items 
Fd. 3, Men (D-F)             10 Items 
Fd. 4, Men (H)           11 Items 
Fd. 5, Men (J-L)                            8 Items 
Fd. 6, Men (M)         10 Items 
Fd. 7, Men (N-S)                       11 Items 
Fd. 8, Men (V)             5 Items 
Fd. 9, Men (W-Z)    9 Items 
Fd. 10, Unidentified Men 10 Items 
Fd. 11, Unidentified Men (Continued)     10 Items 
Fd. 12, Unidentified Men (Continued)        10 Items 
Fd. 13, Unidentified Men (Continued) 10 Items 
Fd. 14, Unidentified Men (Continued) 10 Items 
Fd. 15, Unidentified Men (Continued) 3 Items 
Box 2 
Subseries Ic: Children 7 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Children (B-D)                10 Items 
Fd. 2, Children (E-G)        9 Items 
Fd. 3, Children (H-S)                  6 Items 
Fd. 4, Children (T-W)              6 Items 
Fd. 5, Unidentified Children             8 Items 
Fd. 6, Unidentified Children (Continued)  7 Items 
Fd. 7, Unidentified Children (Continued)               7 Items 
Subseries Id: Groups 16 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Huntington High Athletic Team      9 Items 
Fd. 2, School Athletic Teams 8 Items 
Fd. 3, Huntington High, Hamlin High, and Guyan Valley High Class Pictures   8 Items 
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Fd. 4, Miscellaneous High School/College Class Pictures (Identified) 10 Items 
Fd. 5, Identified Grade School Class and Teacher Pictures 5 Items 
Fd. 6, Unidentified Grade School Class Pictures 6 Items 
Fd. 7, Huntington Police Department                  10 Items 
Fd. 8, Unidentified Police Force, Army Group, and Bands           10 Items 
Fd. 9, Couples           12 Items 
Fd. 10, Family Photographs                        12 Items 
Fd. 11, Huntington City Officials, Area Fire Stations, and Railroads             9 Items 
Fd. 12, Area Businesses  11 Items 
Fd. 13, Area Clubs and Confederate Army Related Groups 9 Items 
Fd. 14, Miscellaneous Identified Groups      8 Items 
Fd. 15, Unidentified Groups 10 Items 
Fd. 16, Identified Family Photographs 13 Items 
Series II: Structures, Interiors, and Landscapes 
Subseries IIa: Structures   30 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Private Houses      10 Items 
Fd. 2, Private Houses (Continued) 13 Items 
Fd. 3, Private Houses (Continued) 11 Items 
Fd. 4, Private Houses (Continued) 9 Items 
Fd. 5, City and Government Buildings 15 Items 
Fd. 6, Willis Cook Structure Photographs              13 Items 
Fd. 7, Businesses             10 Items 
Fd. 8, Businesses (Continued)   10 Items 
Fd. 9, Businesses (Continued)    10 Items 
Fd. 10, Schools 5 Items 
Fd. 11, Libraries, Hospitals, Hotels, and Theaters 11 Items 
Fd. 12, Churches             13 Items 
Fd. 13, Unidentified Buildings 9 Items 
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Fd. 14, Unidentified Buildings (Continued)                                                                          9 Items 
Box 3 
Subseries IIa: Structures (Continued) 
Fd. 15, 101-222 Main Street, Guyandotte                                                                            10 Items 
Fd. 16, 224-232 Main Street, Guyandotte                                                                            14 Items 
Fd. 17, 240-305 Main Street, Guyandotte                                                                            10 Items 
Fd. 18, 313-401 Main Street, Guyandotte; 101-316 Richmond Street, Guyandotte              8 Items 
Fd. 19, 234 Guyan Street, Guyandotte                                                                                 15 Items 
Fd. 20, 268 Guyan Street; 307 Water Street, Guyandotte                                                    10 Items 
Fd. 21, 1823-1873 Guyandotte Map, “Big Guyandotte,” and Other Guyandotte Photos      7 Items 
Fd. 22, Bridges and Cars                                                                                                      10 Items 
Fd. 23, Trains and Trolley Cars                                                                                             9 Items 
Fd. 24, Trains and Trolley Cars (Continued)                                                                         6 Items 
Fd. 25, Steamboats                                                                                                               10 Items 
Fd. 26, Steamboats (Continued)                                                                                           13 Items 
Fd. 27, Steamboats (Continued)                                                                                           13 Items 
Fd. 28, Steamboats (Continued)                                                                                           10 Items 
Fd. 29, Steamboats (Continued)                                                                                             6 Items 
Fd. 30, Devil Anse Statue, Dirigible (U.S.S. Shenandoah) Crash site, and Other Manmade  
Structures                                                                                                                               8 Items 
Subseries IIb: Interiors                                                                                                         5 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Churches and Factories                                                                                                7 Items 
Fd. 2, Businesses                                                                                                                  11 Items 
Fd. 3, Businesses (Continued)                                                                                              10 Items 
Fd. 4, Miscellaneous Private Interiors                                                                                   8 Items 
Fd. 5, Miscellaneous Private Interiors (Continued)                                                             10 Items 
Subseries IIc: Scenes                                                                                                             9 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Early Huntington Scenes, 1889-1920                                                                        14 Items 
Fd. 2, Huntington Scenes, 1914-1915                                                                                  12 Items 
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Fd. 3, Joseph Jablonski 1970 Calendar Scenes       12 Items 
Fd. 4, City Scenes           10 Items 
Fd. 5, City Scenes (Continued)                  9 Items 
Fd. 6, Aerial Views of the City 9 Items 
Fd. 7, Landscapes            11 Items 
Fd. 8, Landscapes (Continued)         13 Items 
Fd. 9, Miscellaneous Scenes 9 Items 
Series III: Floods, 1884-1937 
Subseries IIIa: Floods (1884-1913) 6 Fds. 
Fd. 1, 1884 Flood; 1901 Flood      3 Items 
Fd. 2, 1913 Flood—Huntington Scenes     10 Items 
Fd. 3, 1913 Flood—Huntington Scenes (Continued)  8 Items 
Fd. 4, 1913 Flood—Kentucky Scenes and Railroad Accidents    7 Items 
Fd. 5, 1913 Flood—Thomas & Proctor Studio Photos and Other Snapshots 12 Items 
Fd. 6, Unidentified Floods 13 Items 
Subseries IIIb: 1937 Flood   22 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Hastings Photo Album, 1937 Flood  1 Item 
Fd. 2, Second Avenue         10 Items 
Fd. 3, Third Avenue, Sixth-Eighth Street     10 Items 
Fd. 4, Third Avenue, Eighth-Ninth Street          11 Items 
Fd. 5, Third Avenue, Ninth-Tenth Street   10 Items 
Fd. 6, Third Avenue, Tenth-Eleventh Street         6 Items 
Box 4 
Subseries IIIb: 1937 Flood (Continued)   
Fd. 7, Third and Fourth Avenue   9 Items 
Fd. 8, Fourth Avenue, Third-Fourth Street        10 Items 
Fd. 9, Fourth Avenue, Fourth-Seventh Street         10 Items 
Fd. 10, Fourth Avenue, Eighth Street              10 Items 
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Fd. 11, Fourth Avenue, Ninth Street 11 Items 
Fd. 12, Fourth Avenue, Ninth-Eleventh Street  14 Items 
Fd 13, Fourth Avenue, Eleventh-Sixteenth Street 13 Items 
Fd. 14, Fifth Avenue         4 Items 
Fd. 15, Fourteenth through Twenty-Seventh Street, West 14 Items 
Fd. 16, Riverview Avenue and Washington Avenue 10 Items 
Fd. 17, Adams Avenue   11 Items 
Fd. 18, Ninth Street, North/South Boulevard, Twelfth Avenue 10 Items 
Fd. 19, Tenth Street, Guyandotte Club, C&O Building             11 Items 
Fd. 20, Huntington Aerial Views, Guyandotte River   14 Items 
Fd. 21, Other Huntington Views                15 Items 
Fd. 22, Huntington Area Businesses      6 Items
Series IV: Early Settlers Association and Miscellaneous Events  
Subseries IVa: Early Settlers Association 2 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Identified Photographs, 1886-1948   9 Items 
Fd. 2, Unidentified Photographs       8 Items 
Subseries IVb: Miscellaneous Events             6 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Historical Society Exhibits       13 Items 
Fd. 2, Historical Society Exhibits (Continued)  13 Items 
Fd. 3, Events, Concerts, and Assemblies          6 Items 
Fd. 4, Parades     5 Items 
Fd. 5, Fires, Glass Blowing Process   9 Items 
Fd. 6, Political Campaigns   6 Items 
Series V: Postcards, Negatives, Photography, Photo Albums, and Rolled Photographs 
Subseries Va: Postcards 2 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Postcards and Stereoviews 273 Items 
Fd. 2, Postcards               4 Items 
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Subseries Vb: Negatives 1 Fd. 
Fd. 1, Sleeved Negatives and Tintypes 89 Items 
Box 5 
Subseries Vc: Photography 10 Fds. 
Fd. 1, Jim York Photographs 7 Items 
Fd. 2, Carl Corwell Donation         10 Items 
Fd. 3, Carl Corwell Donation (Continued) 10 Items 
Fd. 4, Carl Corwell Donation (Continued) 9 Items 
Fd. 5, Stark Donation           8 Items 
Fd. 6, Spanish-American War     13 Items 
Fd. 7, World War I              13 Items 
Fd. 8, J.E. Evans Donation 10 Items 
Fd. 9, J.E. Evans Donation (Continued) 12 Items 
Fd. 10, J.E. Evans Donation (Continued) 9 Items 
Subseries Vd: Photo Albums 3 Fds. 
Fd. 1. Constance Enslow Photo Album 1 Item  
Fd. 2. Jim Milstead Photo Album  1 Item 
Fd. 3. Kinzking Family Photo Album 1 Item 
Box 6 
Subseries Ve: Rolled Photos 7 Items 
Item 1. Guyan Valley High School, Branchland, WV, 1930-1931 
Item 2. Huntington Council No. 53 U.C.T., Lexingtion, KY, 1913 
Item 3. Huntington Council No. 53 Annual Picnic, 1911 
Item 4. Guyan Valley High School Summer Term, 1929 
Item 5. Fifth Avenue Baptist Sunday School, 1930 
Item 6. Guyan Valley High School, 1929 
Item 7. 1937 Flood Panorama, 4th Avenue and 9th Street Intersection 
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Cabell/Wayne Historical Society – Supplemental Materials, 
1880-1973 
Quantity: 20 linear feet 
Accession Number:  1975/06.0099 
Access:   Open for research 
Acquisition:   Records received from Cabell-Wayne Historical Society to Marshall 
University. 
Processed by: Dena Callicoat Laton and Michael Converse, April 2017 
Scope and Content 
This portion of the Cabell-Wayne Historical Society spans the years from 1880 to 1973.  These 
materials were collected after the creation of the original ‘vertical file’ collection and many of 
the documents included in this collection overlap other portions of the collection processed at 
other times.   
The types of materials found in this collection are genealogical records; administrative records of 
the Historical Society and numerous scrapbooks maintained by the society reflecting various 
events and happenings, as well as ledgers and other materials belonging .  Of particular interest 
are the records of the Early Settlers Society and firsthand accounts of the robbery of the 
Huntington Bank by the famed James Gang.  Also included are documents of allegiance to the 
Confederacy and Prisoner of War records from 1865 along with a CSA $5.00 Bill 
This collection includes several broad categories of items: 
• Scrapbooks donated to the historical society or compiled by the society employees
themselves.  There are also documents from commemorative records for the Herald
Advertiser and First Huntington National Bank
• Business records of the Cabell Wayne County Historical Society
• Business records from Cabell County organizations, including Kaber Liquor Company
and Catalogs from Emmons Hardware.  There are also blueprints for Huntington High
School; Highlawn Church of Christ; James B. Stewart House and Fairfield Stadium;
records of various Cabell County records are also included such as Cabell County
Extension Agent Reports 1927-1930;  Cabell County School Board 1819-1883; Women’s
Club of Huntington Yearbooks from 1908 – 1973 are also included.
• Genealogical records include the families of the Emmons family; Haworth family;
Jackson families; Kinzking family; Bailey family; Elder family; Workman and Lockhart
families.
• General historical and original primary source materials
NOTE TO USERS OF THIS COLLECTION: This collection was processed in three parts based on 
format and date received: a vertical file, photographs, and supplemental materials, all of which are 
described in this document. Each part has a cover page noting which section will be described in the 
following pages. Please be sure to note which section (vertical file, photographs, or supplemental 
materials) from which you are calling materials.
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Box and Folder Inventory 
Box Folder Description 
Box 1  Scrapbook 1 – C & O Railroad newspaper clippings 1959 – 1968 
Scrapbook 2 – clippings from Herald Advertiser; schools; sports; libraries; 
Green Acres Center and transportation 
Box 2 Scrapbook for Fine Arts  
Scrapbook of businesses 
Chronicles of Early Huntington 1871-1896 
Scrapbook of Huntington (Marriages, Births, and Social News) 
Scrapbook of Huntington Early History (Household Hints and Recipes) 
Scrapbook of Huntington Early History 
Scrapbook of Huntington Early History 
Scrapbook of Early Aviation 
Scrapbook of Early Huntington 
Scrapbook of Early Huntington Businesses and Businessmen 
Scrapbook of Huntington Postcards 
Box 3 Scrapbook “Just For Fun” Illustrations of Huntington Dignitaries 
Scrapbook of County Courthouses and Hospitals 
Scrapbook of Huntington Businesses, Churches, Clubs 
Box 4 Scrapbook of The City of Huntington 
Scrapbook of Early History of Huntington 
Scrapbook – Records of Ka-ber Liquor, Inc. (4 copies) 
Box 5 Blueprints for Huntington High School 1948; Highlawn Church of Christ; 
James B. Stewart House; Fairfield Stadium 
Golden Anniversary Edition Herald Advertiser; Commemorative Edition 
re: First Huntington National Bank 
Box 6 Cabell County Extension Agency Records 
  Fld 1 Cabell County Extension Agency Reports 1923 
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             Fld 2 Cabell County Extension Agency Report 1924 
             Fld 3 Cabell County Extension Agency Reports 1925 
             Fld 4 Cabell County Extension Agency Reports 1927 
Fld 5 Cabell County Extension Agency Reports 1930 
       Fld 6 Cabell County Extension Agency Reports 1933 
             Fld 7 Cabell County Extension Agency Reports 1936 
             Fld 8 Cabell County Extension Agency Reports 1938 
         Fld 9 Cabell County Extension Agency Reports undated 
Cabell County School Board Records 
             Fld 10 Cabell County School Bd. Records 1819-1860 - Transcribed 
             Fld 11 Cabell County School Board – Barboursville, 1819-1860    
             Fld 12 First School Record in Cabell Co. WV, 1833-1863 - Transcribed 
             Fld 13 Cabell County School Board – Barboursville – 1863 - 1833 
Courthouse Records 
             Fld 14 Surveyors Reports (Holographic) 1872, 1879 
             Fld 15 Tax Slips and fire insurance policy – Rarden Family and others 1890-1899 
             Fld 16 Stock Certificates 
             Fld 17 Plat Maps 
             Fld 18 Lists of Sales, Transfers and Appraisals 1823, 1839, 1845-46 
             Fld 19 18th Century Deeds & Land Grants 
             Fld 20 Establishment of Boundaries, Surveys, Transfer of Land 
             Fld 21 Various Receipts, 19th Century 
             Fld 22 Summons to Court by the Commonwealth of Virginia 
Box 6 (cont.) 
             Fld 23 Deposition in a Court Hearing 1814, 1827 
             Fld 24 Indebtedness and Promissory Notes, 19th Century 
             Fld 25 Verdicts and Settlements by Cabell County Court Virginia and Governor 
of Commonwealth of Virginia, 19th Century 
             Fld 26 Land Deed signed by Collis P. Huntington 1891 
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             Fld 27 Trust Deed - Daniel Hill to B. H. Thackston, 1894 
      Fld 28 Legal Documents - Miscellaneous 
             Fld 29  Declaration of Homestead – James Chapman 1885, S. H. Pennymaker, 
Mary E. Provo 1889, Matilda May 1898, Amelia Ward 1900, Matilda May 
1902, Charles Gorman 1902, W. E. Nicholas 1910, William M. 
Buckhannan Jr 1913, Julia Jordan 1913, and J. W. & Sallie Hood 1923 
Surveyor’s Reports and Packets 
             Fld 30 Surveyor’s Report for I. J. Burks December 21, 1874; J. R. Compton & D. 
K. Humphrey May 24, 1886; A. W. Siegel March 17, 1875; Anthony
Bicker August 16, 1875; John W. Church October 21, 1876; D. I. Smith
March 12, 1881; Thomas S. Thornburg July 10, 1885; John W. Thornburg
June 23, 1879; M. S. Thornburg July 18, 1881 and October 20, 1875;
Frank Schmidt December 1, 1873; Julius French (?) April 4, 1874; James
H. Ferguson April 4, 1874; Julius Foucette Jan 16, 1877; G. W.
Hackworth   December 4, 1873; W. P. Holderby Nov 25, 1873; for Jos. S.
Miller November 25, 1873; C. L. Roffe November 22, 1873; for B. H.
Thackston November 22, 1873; A. J. Beardsley November 17, 1873; L. J.
Hoback & R. R. Dillon October 27, 1873; Louis Dglel   September 15,
1873; Dyke Bowen September 11, 1873; Albert Hanolel July 15, 1873;
Confederate States of America – Miscellaneous Items 
              Fld 31 C.S.A. $5.00 Bill, Oath of Allegiance to Confederacy 1865; Prisoner of
War Record 1865; Genealogical Group Sheets – Robert E. Lee Family 
Fld 32       Miscellaneous check books 
Box 7 
Surveyor’s Envelopes 
             Env 1 Stewart – Thompson Residence Destroyed 1973 
             Env 2 Merritt – Moore- Brady Homestead 
     Box 7 (continued) 
       Env 3 George Merritt House 
             Env 4 George Miller – Stowasser House 
             Env 5 W. C. Miller House
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             Env 6 Wentz House 
             Env 7 WSAZ-TV Radio 
             Env 8 Meek House 
             Env 9 Barboursville Court House 
             Env 10 Harvey House 
             Env 11 Dr. Charles Duncan Office 
             Env 12 Glen and Billie Dooley Residence 
             Env 13 Wilsons Hardware 
             Env 14 J. L. Cook Hardware
             Env 15 Riverside Paper Co. 
             Env 16 Golden Shield Acceptance Agency 
             Env 17 Justice Supply Co 
             Env 18 Huntington School of Beauty Culture 
             Env 19 Foster – Thornburg 
             Env 20 Sehon Wholesale Warehouse 
             Env 21 F. C. McHolm Granite Co
             Env 22 Western Auto 
             Env 23 Kenny Music Co 
             Env 24 B & O Passenger Station 
             Env 25 Central Fire Station 
             Env 26 Pied Piper 
             Env 27 McWhorter Advertising Corp 
             Env 28 Huntington Realty 
Box 7 (continued) 
        Env 29 One Hour Martinizing 
             Env 30 The White Pantry 
             Env 31 Spencer Jewelry 
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             Env 32 Log Cabin in Ritter Park 
             Env 33 Medical Arts Pharmacy 
             Env 34 Progressive American Life Insurance (Holswade Residence) 
             Env 35 Jimmie’s Fruit Market 
             Env 36 1st City Savings & Loans 
             Env 37 Gwinn Brothers Mill Feed Store 
             Env 38 McComas Used Furniture Store 
             Env 39 Fleeger-Withrow 
             Env 40 Victor’s Hat Shop 
             Env 41 Carpet House Inc. 
             Env 42 Stars Bargain Mart – 3rd Avenue 
             Env 43 Robert Village Pump 
             Env 44 WABCO – Mining Equip 
             Env 45 Nationwise Auto Parts 
             Env 46 Benevolent & Protective Order of the Elks (B.P.O.E.) 
             Env 47 Dee “Arko” Army & Navy Surplus Store 
             Env 48 Diversified Savings and Loans 
             Env 49 Carpet Barn 
             Env 50 River City Marine Inc. 
             Env 51 Emmons-Hawkins Hardware 
             Env 52 The Buffington-McGinnis House 
             Env 53 Saunders – Morris Home 
             Env 54 William Jennings Bryan Memorial Cemetery (Ona, WV) 
Box 7 (continued) 
             Env 55 “Farmdale” John Miller House 
             Env 56 Old “B” Building (Barboursville) 
             Env 57 John Samuels Home 
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             Env 58 Homrich-Honaker Residence 
             Env 59 Kipling Shoe Co. 
             Env 60 Wild Drug Store 
             Env 61 Cabell County Public Library 
             Env 62 Medical Arts Supply Co. 
             Env 63 Angel-Union Bldg. 
             Env 64 Anderson-Newcomb Co. 
  Env 65 Pet’s Own Shop 
             Env 66 Hobby Sports Shop 
             Env 67 Dolen’s Drive Inn Restaurant 
             Env 68 City Market 
             Env 69 3M Company 
             Env 70 Gold Furniture 
             Env 71 Piece Goods Shops 
    Env 72 Huntington Barber College 
             Env 73 C. F. Reuschlein’s Inc.
             Env 74 Custom Carpets 
             Env 75 Aldridge Furs 
             Env 76 George Tobacco Co 
             Env 77 Southern Wholesale Furniture (Miller Supply Co) 
             Env 78 Nicks’ News 
             Env 79 New China Restaurant 
             Env 80 Christian and Company 
Box 7 (continued) 
             Env 81 Singer (Sewing Machine) Building 
             Env 82 Faith Book Store 
             Env 83 Plaid Stamp Redemption Center – Floding Building 
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             Env 84 Forsythe Shoe Store (Broh & Bros. Clothing Store) 
             Env 85 H. E. Pilcher & Co Real Estate (C. C. Remmell Res)
             Env 86 1018 5th Avenue 
             Env 87 Thornburg Store Building 
             Env 88 Barboursville Elementary School 
             Env 89 Virginia Sycamore Tree 
             Env 90 Old Toll House 
             Env 91 Moss House 
             Env 92 McComas, Thacker, Sellards 
             Env 93 Methodist Church South 
             Env 94 Will Dirton Home 
Miscellaneous 
             Fld 95 Miscellaneous Clippings 
             Fld 96 History of the Fire Department 
             Fld 97 Map of the Old Market 
Loose Items 
Women’s Club of Huntington Yearbooks 1908 – 1973 
Box 8 
             Fld 1 Organization of the City of Huntington Jan 1872 to August 1880 
             Fld 2 Huntington Buildings 
             Fld 3 Newspaper Clippings from the Cincinnati Star-Times, 1929 
             Fld 4 Newspaper Clippings from The Herald Advertiser, 1934-1955 (Perkins 
Series III) 
             Fld 5 Newspaper Clippings 
Box 8 (continued) 
             Fld 5 Newspaper Clippings 
          Fld 6  The Huntington Review & The Lilliputian 
             Fld 7  Church Certificates (Campbells)  Lodge Dep Commission, Auctions 
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             Fld 8 Marriage Licenses  1797 
             Fld 9 Dr. Levi Spangler’s Appraisement & Sales Bill 
      Fld 10 Fred B. Lambert – Birth Records 1784-1898 
             Fld 11 Chronology of Madam Marie Theresa Clothilde Gardner?  (Miller Family) 
             Fld 12 Mrs. W. H. Odell’s Account of “Fifty Years With Gallagher School 
Early Settler’s Association 
             Fld 1 Attendance Lists 
             Fld 2 Buffington – Cline Reminiscences  
             Fld 3 Minutes, October 2, 191__ (?) 
             Fld 4 Simms, Henry Clay Biography 
 Fld 5 Downey, John 
             Fld 6 Emmons, D. E. Pocket diary 1870; Transcribed by A. S. Emmons 
             Fld 7 Hutchinson, Lon 
             Fld 8 Poore, Mark 
             Fld 9 Yates, Walter 
             Fld 10 Cabell Co. Democratic Convention 1872 (from Huntington Argus) 
             Fld 11 4th Avenue School 
             Fld 12 Ode to Our Pioneers/ Lena Morris 
             Fld 13 Postmasters 
             Fld 14 Old Bowery Days 
             Fld 15 Churches in Huntington:  Johnson Memorial; Episcopal; First 
Congressional; Fifth Ave Baptist; Ebenezer or 1st Baptist Colored; St. 
Joseph Catholic; Methodist Church; Jewish Synagogue 
             Fld 16 “A History of Huntington” by John Sanborn 
Box 8 (continued) 
             Fld 17 “Huntington in the Making” by John Sanborn 
             Fld 18 Early Settlers Newspaper clipping 
             Fld 19 Invitation; 1922 50th Anniversary of Huntington Celebration 
             Fld 20 Early Settlers Pageant 
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             Fld 21      “When the Huntington Bank Was Robbed” by John Sanborn (James Gang) 
and Newspaper Clippings – “James Gang Robbed Bank” 
             Fld 22 Steam Calliope – Typescript 
             Fld 23 Story of Mercer’s Bottom 
             Fld 24 Marshall College Catalog, 1892-1893 (Handwritten copy by Fred 
Lambert) 
             Fld 25 Miscellaneous Private Letters 
             Fld 26 Doris “Mickey” St. Clair – Correspondence 
             Fld 27 1910 Guyandotte Centennial 
             Fld 28 A Christmas Mystery Play, 1924 
             Fld 29 Old Private Letters (fragile) 
Miscellaneous Business items from Historical Society 
             Fld 1 Reproduction of Article in Logan Banner re: the First Legal Hanging in 
West Virginia 
             Fld 2 NTHP – National Trust Preservation Leaflets 
             Fld 3 Lecture Ideas 
             Fld 4 Historical Society “Subject Headings” 
             Fld 5 Historical Society Miscellaneous Handwritten notes 
             Fld 6 Historical Society Legal Documents 
             Fld 7 Heritage Tour of Historic Guyandotte 1971 
             Fld 8 Auditions and Correspondence 
             Fld 9 Miscellaneous Bills, Cards and Invitations 
             Fld 10 Thomas Buffington’s Will 
             Fld 11 Cox/Kintzing Papers 1847-1874 
Box 9 
Haworth Family  
       Fld 1 Newspaper Clippings 
       Fld 2 Books and Pamphlets  
             Fld 3 Copy of Mr. Haworth’s Letter to his Daughter Betty: 1925 
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             Fld 4 Award - Minute Man of Music: 1944 
             Fld 5 Newspaper Articles by and About Mr. Haworth  
       Fld 6 Burial Program: J.R. Haworth: 1969 
             Fld 7 Speeches, Biographies, Histories by Mr. Haworth  
       Fld 8 Photographs - Haworth Papers 
             Fld 9 Correspondence With Maria Kuhse, Berlin, Germany 
       Fld 10 Haworth School Papers 
       Fld 11 Haworth Papers- Steam Calliope 
       Fld 12 Poems and Plays by and with Mr. Haworth 
            Fld 13 Miscellaneous 
             Fld 14 Whitaker Papers: Death of Mr. Whitaker 
           Fld 15 University Commencement 
     Fld 16 Diary of Marguerite Whitaker: June 1st, 1908-1911 
     Fld 17 Haworth Sheet Music: Handwritten 
     Fld 18 Sheet Music Printed 
            Fld 19 Songs and Texts 
            Fld 20 Printed Sheet Music by C.E. Haworth 
              Fld 21      Handwritten music by C.E. Haworth 
      Fld 22 Papers Taken Out of the Haworth Bible 
         Fld 23 Programs and Pamphlet with Music 
Loose Items 
    Marguerite Whitaker Grey Index Book April 29th, 1914 
Family Bible 
Miscellaneous Autograph Albums, Lithograph Albums, book of   
quotations, and dictionaries 
15 
16 
Box 10 
12 
Genealogical Records 
Andrew “Jack” Jackson 
            Fld 1 Correspondence to McDermott 
            Fld 2 Correspondence from McDermott 
            Fld 3 Genealogical Group Sheets 
            Fld 4 Newspaper Clippings 
            Fld 5 Written Notes 
Andrew Lyman Jackson 
            Fld 6 Correspondence to McDermott 
            Fld 7 Correspondence From McDermott 
            Fld 8 Genealogical Group Sheets 
            Fld 9 Genealogical Group Sheets  
            Fld 10 Typed Material 
            Fld 11 Written Material 
Barbara Jackson  
            Fld 12 Genealogical Group Sheet 
            Fld 13 Typed Material 
Boyd Jackson 
Fld 14 Correspondence and Genealogical Group Sheets 
Celia Jackson Robinson 
Fld 15 Genealogical Group Sheets, Census Extracts and typed material 
Box 10 (continued) 
Miscellaneous VA County  Records 
Fld 16 Miscellaneous VA counties  
Fld 17 Russel Co, VA 1850 - 1870 
Fld 18 Washington Co, VA 1850 
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Fld 19 Wyoming Co, WV 1870 
Fld 20 Marriage Records, VA counties 
Fld 21 Court Law Order Book- Russell Co., VA 
Fld 22 Deeds - Russell Co., VA 
Fld 23 Land Surveys - Russell Co., VA 
Fld 24 Wills - Russell Co., VA 
Fld 25 Misc. Deeds, Wills, and Land Grants, from VA, WV, and KY 
Genealogical Records 
Dowell Jackson 
Fld 26  Genealogical Information 
Edward and John Jackson 
Fld 27  Genealogical Information 
Elizabeth Jackson Smith 
Fld 28 Genealogical Information 
Eura Jackson Fuller 
Fld 29 Genealogical Information 
Jackson Family  
Fld 30 Genealogical Information 
James Jackson 
Fld 31 Correspondence  
Fld 32 Genealogical Group Sheets  
Fld 33 Newspaper Clippings and miscellaneous material 
Box 10 (continued) 
George W. Bailey  
Fld 34 Genealogical Information 
Kegley Family 
Fld 35 Genealogical Information 
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McDermott Family 
Fld 36 Correspondence 
Fld 37 Genealogical Catalogues 
Fld 38 Miscellaneous Genealogical Information 
Miscellaneous 
Fld 39 Virginia Place Names 
Fld 40 Russell Co VA: History, by G.W. Settle 
Workman, May 
Fld 41 Genealogical Information 
Meade, Victor  
Fld 42 Correspondence 
Jackson, William (Hampshire Co. VA/WV) 
Fld 43   Genealogical Information 
Whorley, Inez Jackson 
Fld 44 Genealogical Information 
Box 11  
Bound Emmons Family: 1926 Catalogue: Hawkins- Emmons Papers (Part 1) 
        Items       Emmons Family: 1926 Catalogue: Hawkins- Emmons Papers  (Part 2) 
Emmons Family: Catalogue: Album II (Part 1) 
Emmons Family: Catalogue: Album II (Part 2)  
Emmons- Hawkins Hardware Co. Manual - undated 
Emmons- Hawkins Hardware Co. Manual - 1938 
Emmons- Hawkins Hardware Co. (Fragile Item) 1926  
Box 12 
Genealogical Information 
 Allen, Roy C. Papers 
Fld 1 Genealogical Information 
Ball, Bonnie Papers 
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Fld 2 Correspondence 
Boyd, Pricilla Jackson Papers 
Fld 3 Genealogical Information 
Cook, Roy Bird Papers 
Fld 4 Correspondence 
Crabtree Family Records 
Fld 5 Genealogical Information 
Davis Family Records 
Fld 6 Genealogical Information 
Farley, Kate Jackson Papers 
Fld 7 Correspondence 
Hurt, Eva J. Papers 
Fld 8 Genealogical Information 
Hurt, Gladys Jackson Papers 
Fld 9 Correspondence 
Griffiths Family Records 
Fld 10 Genealogical Information 
Hill, Morris Papers 
Fld 11 Genealogical Information 
Jackson Family, Augusta Co., VA Records 
Fld 12 Genealogical Information 
Jackson Family, Loudon Co., VA Records 
Fld 13 Genealogical Information 
Box 12 (continued) 
Genealogical Information 
Jackson, Marvin Papers 
Fld 14 Genealogical Information 
Jackson, Richard Papers 
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Fld 15 Genealogical Information 
Jackson Jr., Richard Papers 
Fld 16 Genealogical Information 
Jackson, Robert Papers 
Fld 17 Genealogical Information 
Jackson, Thomas J. (Stonewall) Papers 
Fld 18 Genealogical Information 
Jackson, W.F. Papers 
Fld 19 Genealogical Information 
Jackson, William Papers 
Fld 20 Genealogical Information 
Lockharts Family Records 
Fld 21 Genealogical Information 
Fld 22 Genealogical Information 
Lytton, Minnie Papers 
Fld 23 Genealogical Information 
Mault, Kathryn Papers 
Fld 24 Genealogical Information 
Magnussen, Frances Papers 
Fld 25 Genealogical Information 
Matheny, Emma R. Papers 
Fld 26 Genealogical Information 
Box 12 (continued) 
Genealogical Information 
Parks, Marvin Papers 
Fld 27 Genealogical Information 
Rodgers Family Papers 
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Fld 28 Genealogical Information 
Skeene Family Records 
Fld 29 Genealogical Information 
Settle, G.W. Papers 
Fld 30 Correspondence, Russell Co., VA History, and name index to the Russell  
Co. History  
Tabor, Lee Papers 
Fld 31 Genealogical Information 
Tabor, Nancy Jackson Papers 
Fld 32 Genealogical Information 
Box 13 
Marshall Aviation Club and Early Aviation in Huntington – Donated by Howard Mayes12-15-69 
Fld 1 Photo of Howard Mayes and his plane 1918 
Fld 2 Misc. photos of National Flying Club 1899 
Fld 3 News Clippings 
Fld 4 News Clippings 
Fld 5 News Clippings 
Scrapbook of Howard Mayes flying career 
Box 14  (Consists of fragile, rolled documents that cannot be flattened) 
Cabell County Legislative Petitions 1826 
Grant to John Hannan 3,200 Acres Cabell/Mason County 1823 
Industrial History – Charleston 
Guyandotte Navigation Company Meeting Documents 1840-1860 
Newspaper Clippings – Lawrence County Pioneers Brought to Life 
Ironton of Sweet Long Ago 1872 
Newspaper Clippings – 1st Church established in Lawrence County Ohio by Luke Kelley 
Census Records Wayne Co. Virginia – Record of Free Inhabitants 1850 
Photocopy “Letters from America” 
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Photocopied Newspaper, October 31, 1937 “1st Baptist Congregational Church in West 
Ironton” 
Herald Advertiser – November 25, 1934 – “Tennessee Preacher Founded Underground 
Railroad – John Rankin of Ripley, Ohio” 
Scioto County Ohio Biographies 
WV Conference Statistics 
Family Records of John Johnson (Family Tree) from County Antrim Ireland 
Plat Map of 1525 
Copy of Book – Truth About Ben Bolt (Fragile) 
Wayne County WV Map 1951 
Advertisement for Dreamland Pool 1928 
Gazette Article – WV Mother of the Year May 14, 1978 
Notary Certificate of M. W. Dugan 1925 
Petition to retain Guyandotte as part of Cabell County, December 19, 1811 
Miscellaneous Poetry 
William Walter Hening statutes at Large, Vol 4 
Acts erecting Counties of Spottsylvania and Brunswick Counties in Virginia 1720 
Where Eliza of Uncle Tom’s Cabin Took Her Flight - Article 
Box 15  Miscellaneous and Oversized Materials 
Notice of Petition to Virginia Legislature meeting in Richmond October 31, 1820 – 
Motion to continue courthouse in town of Guyandotte 
Ripley, Ohio Newspaper article regarding establishment of State Park 
City of Huntington Map 1933 
Cabell County Literary Fund Ledger 1818-1835 
Cabell County Petition 1810 (Fragile) 
Cabell County Petition dated December 7, 1810 
Map of North America 1763 
Rejected Petition - December 10, 1810 
Photocopies of miscellaneous documents May 1810 
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Rifle Advertisement 
Newspapers Articles – Ironton of Sweet Long Ago Parts 6-8 and “Things I Never Knew 
About Ironton” 
Paternal Ancestors of Charles Fenton Mercer Garnett McGuire III 
Liberty Hall Gas of Cincinnati, OH  1847 
Northwest Territory U.S. Slavery Articles May 2, 1940 
Map of Wayne County Road System 1926 
Map of Civil War Skirmishes in Cabell County 
Map of Lawrence County Ohio Range Lines February 1, 1943 
Box 16 
Nancy Campbell Materials 
Volume Notebook titled “German Note Book” containing notes on German grammar for a 
college class. (6 pages) 
Volume Notebook containing an address book for a location called the “Castle” 1904-
1905 (18 pages) 
Volume Notebook containing religious history of the Lutheran reformation including 
causes of the reformation and the events leading up to the reformation. (12 pages) 
Volume Notebook titled “Church History” containing Christian church history such as the 
ten commandments and origin of the church. (45 pages) 
Volume Notebook titled “Foreign Travel” containing a foreign travel diary to England, 
Germany, Belgium and Holland (31 pages)  
Volume Notebook containing a diary discussing current events. (35 pages)  
Volume Notebook titled “Latin II” for a Latin 2 college course (100 pages)  
Volume Notebook titled “English II” containing notes for a college level English 2 course 
Volume Notebook titled “German II” containing notes for a college level German 2 
course. (72 pages)  
Volume Notebook titled “Ethics and Sociology” containing notes on a college level Ethics 
and Sociology. 1907-08 (140 pages)  
Non-Nancy Campbell Materials 
Folder 1 Non-Campbell Post-cards and Photos (various locations) 
Box 17 
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Picture of the Ely Ensign house which was constructed in 1893 in order to keep the 
workers at the Ensign manufacturing plant employed. The home sits at 1330 3rd avenue 
Huntington W.V  
A photo of Mary Parsons/Shrewsberry, dressed in upper-class clothes, early 20th century. 
A photo of the U.S light naval cruiser the U.S.S Huntington  
A photo of the 10th Co. 8th Training Div. Located at Fort Benjamin Harrison in 1917.  
A photo of an Ionic column at the Huntington/Carnegie public library.  
A photo of a slightly decrepit porch. 
A photo of a group of young women at a dining table in formal clothing. Catherine 
Enslow is situated standing on the right.  
A photo of a home tucked behind trees, donated by Willis Cook.  
A photo of the side of a two-story house, donated by Willis Cook. 
A photo of a marble column at the Huntington/Carnegie public library donated by Willis 
Cook.  
A photo of well-dressed men at the opening of Ritter Park on Sept 11th 1913. Attached to 
the photo is a note inquiring to a “Dr. Louis” about books and the photo itself. There is a 
second identical picture without the attached note  
A photo of a man in a suit and fedora standing in a suburban neighborhood. 
A photo of a plane with the inscription Louis A. Johnson of W. VA National Commander  
American Legion”. Standing in front of the plane are 5 people 3 men in uniform and a 
man and woman in formal clothing.  
A photo of the Huntington W. VA Airport during the American Legion Air Meet on Sept. 
8th 1931. Written on the photo is “Photo by Bollingen”  
Photo of an aerial view of Huntington 
A photo of “The [C]LaraNich[ol]s Private school kindergarten class In front of a horse 
drawn wagon with the school name on the side.  
A photo of the exterior of the Guyandotte Methodist Church taken circa 1905 
A photo of the Shenandoah Military academy members in football uniform taken in 1925. 
On the back of the image are the names of each member as well as the fraternity in which 
they belonged to. 
A panoramic aerial photo of the 1935 National Air Races and Cleveland’s Great 
Permanent Air Racing Plant  
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An illustration of Sim’s Creek Landing, Opposite of Huntington WV, published in Hearth 
and Home, May 3rd 1873 
A closeup photo of a marble roof accent at the Huntington/Carnegie public library 
donated by Willis Cook  
A closeup photo of an ionic column at the Huntington/Carnegie public library donated by 
Willis Cook 
A photo during a Fourth of July parade in 1886. The photo was taken on 3rd avenue 
looking east from 10th street in Huntington W.V x2  
A photo of 3rd Ave at 9th Street in Huntington W.V taken in 1878. The photo shows a 
tightrope walker crossing an open space  
A photo of the Huntington Carnegie Public library donated by Willis Cook. 
A photo titled “Shadowed Lawn” which shows a two story house with three men sitting 
on the front porch as well as another man approaching the house next to a horse drawn 
carriage.  
A black and white photo of a two-story Victorian home 
A photo of a marble circle with the Free-Mason symbol in the center donated by Willis 
Cook  
An aerial photograph of the Huntington Airport.  
A closeup photo of a marble façade donated by Willis Cook  
A photo of a brickwork building with the words “Wholesale” in block letters 
A photo of the Huntington courthouse taken in black and white from a distance  
A photo of an abandoned brickwork building with boarded windows and door. 
A photo of Huntington and Chesapeake during the 1937 flood the photo belonged to the 
U.S engineer office and shows flooding on both sides of the river. The photo was taken
on Jan. 26 1937
A photo of downtown Huntington during the 1937 flood taken on Jan 26th 1937 
A closeup photo of a marble column donated by Willis Cook  
A photo of a house located at 1874 3rd avenue Huntington W.V  
A photo of the Huntington/Carnegie public library from a low angle.  
A photo of an alley way between two well to do homes donated by Willis Cook. 
A photo of the Pritchard House on 6th Ave at 11th street the house featured multiple 
architectural materials & styles. The photo was donated by Willis Cook.  
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A photo of a “unpretentious frame dwelling” with a stone well out front. Donated by 
Willis Cook 
A photo of a two-story Victorian home donated by Willis Cook  
A closeup photo of a front door with a foldup chair in front of it donated by Willis Cook 
A photo of the roof of a gothic style two-story house donated by Willis Cook 
A drawing depicting a two-story lime green house. 
Box 18 
Scrapbook containing Victorian dye-cuts and ephemera, collected by the wife of Harry 
Gordon. Presented to the Cabell-Wayne historical society in 1970. 
Ledger book for steam ships detailing passengers, freight and wages. Steamship named 
C.A Hill/G.A Hill included. Dates 1890-1892. Ohio river.
Advertising pressbook for the “Standard Stamping Co.” 1905-1918. Contains pamphlets, 
color prints, ephemera and newspaper clippings for the “Standard Stamping Co.” located 
in Marysville, OH and Huntington, WV.  
Box 19 
Blueprints for “The Fesenmeier Brewing Co.” located in Huntington W.V (21 pages) 
1938  
